In the paper [I], we consider the solvability of some free boundary value problems occuring in planar fluid dynamics. The object of the present paper is to present numerical methods for solving free boundary problems. It was shown in -Lii that such free boundary . problems may be transformed into a mixed boundary value problem for a linear or nonlinear elliptic complex equations, which in turn, might be reformulated into a conformal mapping or quasiconformal mapping from a general domain onto some canonical domain. In this paper we direct our discussion to the numerical solution of mixed boundary value problems for generalized Beltrami equations
where p (2 < p < co) and k0 (0 !^ ko < co) are real constants. (1.3) where L(R(z), b) s k0.
The function

G(w,V)[w!-F(z,w,wZ)][VZ-FWV-F,V-F.V-FV.j
satisfies the condition 
It is not difficult to see that E C H 1(D)fl C(D ).
We use Pk E E, where cpk(zJ) 1 for j k and (p k( zJ ) = 0 for jt k(j,k = 1 .... . n). A basis for the space E consists of the function set {91,..., cp,,ip2.....ip}, where i is the imaginary unit.
Theorem 1.2: Suppose that R e L(D) in Condition C. Let w be an exact solution of Problem B and ii E E be a linear interpolation function of w. Then Problem B has a solution.
Proof: We first prove 1(a) :5 M1 h 2, where M1 is constant. In fact, we have that 
Noting that w € H 1(D)flC(D), it may be extended to a function we H'(R 2
where M3 , M4 are constants. Moreover,
in which M5 , M6 are constants.
Secondly, using reductio ad absurdum, we can prove that there exists a positive constant It remains to be shown that (1.8) possesses a minimum. As a matter of fact, 
( wh)
Variational Problem C: Find a complex function w1, € E, such that a(w,,, u) 0 for all u E E.
Theorem 1.3: A necessary and sufficient condition that Wh is a solution of Problem B, is that it is a solution of Problem C.
Proof: The necessity of the hypothesis is obvious. Now suppose wh is a solution of Problem C. By Theorem Re(X(t)w(t)) = r(t) +h(t) 1, 0< <it e € (w(i) = lit), 7) = -j, t € r. 
ReW(t) = R(t) t -ImH(t) +h(t), t € r\(r\(o})
We assume that A e L(D), p > 2. 
Theorem 2.1: The function w is a quasiconformal mapping for Problem Q if and only if W = -i(w -H) is a bounded solution of Problem R.
Proof: It is clear that if wis a quasiconformal mapping, then W -i(w -H) is a bounded
jr and the variational Problem T: (a)+1mH(a) With the present Volume 121 of the series "Tcubner-Texte zur Mathematik", Teubner-Verlag continues the publication of proceedings of the by now traditional NUMDIFF workshops which have been hold at the Martin Luther University of Halle-Wittenberg since 1981. As can be estimated from both the list of speakers, and the papers presented, NUMDIFF-5 has found considerable resonance among the European mathematical community. The central goal of the workshops, to support the exchange of the latest scientific developments in the broad field of numerical analysis for ordinary differential equations including its relationships to other mathematical disciplines and to applications in modelling real-world processes, is reflected by the papers selected for the proceedings by the editor (and chairman of the NUMDIFF seminars) K. Strehmel.
W)IIReU(z) -R(z,U)Ids +2ReW(i)iJ(), J where R(z,W)=O for t€I and R(z,W)=-lmH(t)+ReW
The first and main part of the proceedings is devoted to the analysis of numerical methods for ordinary differential equations. Initial value problems for algebro-differential equations are discussed in the contributions by Arnold, Griepentrog, Hanke, März, Niepage, Reich, and Roche, who cover almost all aspects of this topic of current research interest. The survey article by Hairer and the paper by Strehmel/Weiner focus on the relation between algebro-differential equations and certain classes of singularly perturbed stiff systems of ordinary differential equations. Efficient solvers for stiff problems are dealt with by Auzinger/ Frank/Kirhinger (extrapolation schemes), Kaps/Ostermann und Scholz (methods of Rosen brock type). Houwen addresses parallelization aspects in the implementation of block Runge--Kutta methods, and Hout/Spijker contribute some results on algorithms for delay equations. The papers on numerical methods for boundary value problems for ordinary differential equations are relatively isolated from each other, and cover very different methods and problem classes: shooting algorithms for parameter dependent nonlinear two -point boundary value problems (Hermann/Ullmann) and algebro-differential equations (Lamour), the analysis of the t-method (Pfeifer/Roos), iterative techniques using a formulation as integral equation (Quinney/Croft), and issues of grid selection in finite difference discretizations (Schmitt/Schild).
The second part of the proceedings is concentrating on the application of numerical techniques for ordinary differential equations to the discretization of partial differential equations. The most typical such problem class, the method of lines for evolution problems, is discussed in the papers by Farago, Grigorief, Hundsdorfer, Mann, Oliveira and Verwer/Hundsdorfer/ Soriirneijer. A convergence concept for weak solutions of certain flow problems including entropy conditions is introduced by Ansorge. Some further contributions deal with finite element and finite difference methods for singularly perturbed Convection -diffusion problems (Groen/ Veldhiuizen, Stoyan, Tobiska) -
The concluding third part contains applications of differential equations and of Corresponding solution methods to the numerical modelling of real-world problems arising in different fields of natural sciences. Models involving ordinary differential equations are discussed by BohI (transport of information in cells), Denk/Rentrop (simulation of electric circuits by the software package SPICE), Fuhrer/Leimkuhler, Rdsch/ Kretzschmar (mechanical motion with restrictions), and Grollmann/Juggi (heart physiology). The numerical determination of invariant tori for reaction-diffusion equations is investigated in a paper by Holodniok/Kubicek/Marek, thematically close to this topic is the note by Veldhuizen from Part 1 on the Josephson equation. Particular problems of fluid modelling (Abia/Sanz-Serna), models for chemical kinetics (Erhardt/Klusacek), solitons (Ortiz) and electrical field problems (Luchit/ Radke) are treated using partial differential equations.
Concluding remark after this short survey of the papers included into the proceedings of NUMDIFF-5 NUMDIFF-6 will be held in Halle in September 1992! Jena P. OSWALD
